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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

Bac kground
The following pages regarding the nature , organization ,
and accomplishments of the Illinois Citizens Educ ation Council
present a condensation of periodic reports published by the
Illinois Citizens Education Council .
Origin of the Committee
The Illinois Citizens Education Council is an outgrowth
of the Illinois Pre - Whi t e House Conferences of

1955 .

The

Executive Committee of the State Planning Committee was asked
by the Planning Committee , f oll:Jwing these conferences , to
name a committee to arrange for the dissemination of inform ation resul ting from the conferences , and to stimulate and
develop continuous citizen participation in education .
The special committee named voted unanimously on
February

6, 1956 , to establish a state citizens committee .,

On April

6, 1956 , the commi t tee adopted a statement regarding

the nature of the state citizens

t

committee to be established

and provided for a committee of twenty to choose its member ship .
In July ,

1956 , the membership committee sent a folder

describing the proposed state citizens committee and a nomi nating form to more than 5 , 000 persons , including the chairmen of local citizens committees , school administrators , newspaper editors , presidents of colleges and universities , and
presidents of state organizations interested in education .

1
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Origin of the Committee

(con t t)

More than 1 , 600 individuals were considered for membership by
the Membership Committee .
An organization committee was set up in November ,

1956 ,

which included nine who had participated in committees that
had shared in organizing the state citizens committee and ten
who had accepted membership in the Illinois Citizen Education
Committee , but had not hitherto shared in its organization .
This interim group made the arrangements for the first meetin g of the Illinois Citizens Education Committee in Chicago
on January

25 , 1957 .,

The second meeting was held at Illinois

State Normal University on April 11 ,

1957 .

1

1

Illinois Citizens Education Council Report .
Origin ,
Constitution of Illinois Citizens Education Council , Colle g e
of Education , 1Jniv . of Ill ., 1960 .
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Nature of the Committee
The Committee is independent , that is , it is not a part
of any organized group or institution .
The purposes of the Committee , as expressed in the
constitution are :
1.

To develop a continuing public interest
in education and a growing realization of
its value .

2.

To increase citizen participation in edu cation affairs and make it more useful and
productive .

3.

To improve citizen understanding of local ,
state , and national education programs ,
and the relations among them .

4.

To collect and disseminate facts and considerations of interest in dealing with
the educational problems .

5.

To engage in any activity concerned with
the improving of education in the State
of Illinois .

Membership in the Committee is restricted to lay citizens ,
that is, to persons who are not employed by an educational
institution or an or ganization of professional educators .
However , educators have sbared in the organization of the
Committee , and have been used extensively as consultants
since the Committee was organized .

No member of the Committee

has been chosen-by or is a representative of any organization

4
Nature of the Committee
or institution .

(Cont 1 d)

The Committee has been organized to continue

indefinitely with rotation of members .

Members have been

chosen who have shown , over a period of years , their interest
in and dedication to education; who have high ability to work
cooperatively and constructively with others ; and who are
reasonably representative of the people of the State .

They

are persons of broad interests and sympathies , who can be expected to be interested in the welfare of all , not concerned
exclusively with the welfare of the elements of the population
2
with whom they have been most closely associated .

2

Illinois Citizens Education Council Report , Origin,
Nature, and Constitution of Illinois Citizens Education
Council ,--COllege of Education, Univ . of Ill ., 1960.

Organization of Committee
The ICEC is organized around this basic structure of
working committees and their multi - purposes :
Local Citizens Committee :

Develops and executes

pr'ograms for stimulating continuing interest and
participation of all citizens in education activities of their communities and the state .

Actively

initiates , sponsors and assists in the organization
of new local citizens corn.mi ttees in keeping with a
proven pattern for successful service .

Sees that

communication between ICEC and local citizens
committees of the state is maintained .

However ,

not all citizens committees are affiliated with
the Illinois Citizens Education Comrni ttee .
Frequently temporary cornrni ttees are established
for bond referendums , and other projects .
Citizens and

Teachin~

Profession : Studies methods

in use for the selection and support of candidates
for membership on local boards of education .
Carries out projects to promote better understand ing by citizens of the functions of boards of educa tion .

Develops means of helping individuals to be -

come better members of boards of education .

Studies

professional organizations of teachers and the ways
in which citizens may work with these organizations .
Studies what should be the proper relationships be-

6
Organization of Cormnittee

(Cont ' d)

tween citizens and the teaching profession regarding curriculum and evaluation .
Organization and Finance :

Studies education at

the state level and the processes by which state
educational policy is made for elementary,
ary , higher and adult education .

second -

Studies the pre-

sent organization of the state, intermediate and
local administrative structure and trends in reorganization of this structure .

Studies the status

of educational policy and proposals for change in
policy.

Maintains contact

~ i th

interested in education policy .

Jther organizations
All studies are

made with the purpose of recommending and devel oping action programs for improvement of education
at all levels .
Committee for Education Beyond the High School :
Studies the present status of Junior College

devel ~

opment in Illinois in relation to the increasing
college enrollments and need for liberal arts
education , vocational and technical education and
adult education .

Studies the conditions under

which a Junior College district may be formed at
present and what adequate minimum con di ti ons are
needed in order to provide a program which will
meet the needs of the state and of the individual .

7
Organization of Committee

(Cont ' d)

Disseminates the facts discovered by these studies
and recommends appropriate citizen action to
plish the desired results .

accon·~

Studies the policy of

the state concerning higher education.

Initiates

and maintains communication with the State Board
of Higher Education concerning present and future
policy regarding high education .
Program of the Committee : In January, 1963 the
Local Citizens Committees of the ICEC developed
a proposed procedure in the following six point
program.

The duration of the project was to be

extended for three years .

The efficiency and

effectiveness of this procedure will be indicated in the accomplishments to be indicated
specifically later .

'rl'1ey were motivated by the

desire to put new life into the citizens

commit~

tees necessitated after a constructive analysis
of the first years of their efforts .

1.

Develop a small corps of professional consultants to citizen advisory committees in each of
five regions of the state .

2.

Establish several pilot citizen committees in
each of the five regions .

3.

Organize and develop these committees in accordance with the pattern developed at the University

8
Organization of Committee

(Cont ' d)

of Illinois .

4.

Try out and test new procedures and techniques
in advisory committee operation ..

5.

Make the pilot centers available as demon s tra tion c ent ers ..

6.

Publish and distribute visual and auditory
aids based on knowledge and experience g ained
in these centers , with the purpose of facil itating and improving the quality of citizen
participation in the state and nationally .

3111inois

Citizens Education Council Report , Origin ,
Nature , and Constitution of Illinois Citizens Education
Council ,-COllege of Education , Univ . of Ill .. , 1960 .
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Accomplishments
In t h e May 1966 issue of ICEC ' s Participation publication a recap of the highli g hts of t h e first ten years of
its many phases of development was recorded from a digest
of a position report by Mrs . Norma Davenport of Elmhurst .
Over the ten year span they have : 1 .

Held meetings throu gh -

out the state to which both lay citizens and educators came
to discuss problems of public education , 2 .
bulletins resulting from studies ,

3.

Published six

Circulated 15 , 000

copies of a folder on choosing members of boards of educa tion prior to the 1960 school board elections ,

4.

Brought

Dr . James Conant to Illinois for a report of his study of
the American high school to 1 , 200 school board members ,
administrators , teachers , and lay citizens at a meeting in
Springfield , and distributed 15 , 000 copies of a digest of
his talk ,

5.

Supported efforts toward the creation of a

state board of education and the provision of a stat e sup eri n tendent of public instruction to be chosen by such a
board , 6 .

Conducted four clinics on citizen participation

in 1959 and 1960 , using

establis ~ ed ,

successful local

citizen committees to explain citizen participation to
representatives of schools considering the establishment
of committees ,

7.

kits of mater ia l

Assembled and distributed hundreds of
on citizen participation and prepared state-

ments to press , radio , and television , 9 .
on the effects of citizens committees , 10 .
-··

Sponsored research
Established a

corps of consultants based at the state universities who can

10
Accomplishments (Cont ' d)
aid local school districts in working with citi21ens committees ,
11 .

With the help of Sears - Roebuck Foundation and others , es-

tablished a fund for supporting the work of citizens committee
consultants and, 12 .

Held clinics for consultants to acquaint

them with what knowledge is currently available on school citizens committees and to add to what is already fa1own .

L~Illinois

Citizens Education Council .
publication ., May , 1966 .

4

Participation ,
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Statement of Problem
The problem studies involved one facet of the educa tion profession ' s commitment to the public : the obligation
of educators to encourage and foster a participating public
deeply concerned with the development and evaluation of
educational policy .
" As educators we are particularly
accountable for participating in the
development of educational programs
and policies , and for interpreting
them to the public .
In fulfilling
our obligations to the committees we
••••• acknowledge the right and
responsibility of the public to the
formulation of educational policy . 11 5
A common immediate reflection finds this commitment
idealistic , yet there is a positive reaction to it .
only lip-service results .

Often

The need is to liberate the

American traits of voluntaryism and individualism ; to develop
into actuality a participatory democracy that was basic to
the social thinking of John Dewey and Horace Mann .
Apathy certainly has its victims when citizens and education are concerned, as well .

However, it may be because

of a lack of understanding of their potential that many cit izens are apathetic about public education .

Channels for

their intelligent participation in educational poljcy deci sions have not been provided .

The real nature and value of

5NEA Committee on Professional Ethics , The Code of
Ethics of the Education Profession , Detroit , July-;-196}:"

12
Statement of Problem

(Cont 1 d)

public education and its true potential as a public agency
will not emerge until t h_e public as a whole is adequately
involved and informed about education and its current commi tments .
" Finally, the process of policy
making is highly educative to the
participants , so that policy makinr
may be more important 5han the
policies that result ."
The immediate problem involved in t h is study concerned
the relationships of the administrator , the school board , and
the citizens committee .

'ro what extent do the administrators

in the re g ion included in the study and the Illinois Citizens
Education Council agree cone erning the relationships of superintendents, school boards , and citizens committees?

The tenets

of the Illinois Citizens Education Council and its consensus
of desirable relationships were determined, and the resultin g
criteria were applied in both the survey instrument a..nd
analysis of the responses of school administrators .

6

nerbert M. Hamlin , Citizen Participation in Local
Policy Making for Public Educa tion-,-College of Educ .,
Univ . of Ill . , 1960 .

the
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Hypotheses
Lack of success of the ICEC in stimulating more citizen
participation in formulatin g educational policy is due in
part to lack of communication of ideas and ideals .

Citizen

participation has taken form through the ICEC ; yet it is
not known whether or not the purposes and goals of the administrators, school boards, and citizens committees seriously conflict .

If an agreement of the criteria for organiza -

tion and operation of the ICEC were realized, a much more
effective and efficient cooperation would result .
The supposition is that , since the ICEC has been in
operation approximately ten years , only a small percentag e
of school districts statewide have an effective and continuing citizens committee .

In addition , the criteria used

for the organization and operation of citizens committees
generally is based on a temporary and subservient foundation .
Relevant information must be determined, so that
effective recommendations can be made and applied .

Scope of Study
The time period investigated for the purposes of deve loping background for this study extended from the infancy of
the Il l inois Citizens Education Council in 1955 to 1966 .

The

survey involved only the chief administrators of each of the
school districts within the Central Region of the Illinois
Citizens Education Council , which includes the counties of
Stark , Marshall , Peoria , Woodford , Tazewell , Mason , Logan ,
Menard , Sangamon, DeWitt , Platt , McLean , Livingston , Ford ,
Iroquois , and Champaign .

15
Definitions
ICEC

The Illinois Citizens Education Council, made up
of lay citizens who have as their goal the improvement of public education in the state.
origin in

At its

1957 it was called the Illinois Citizens

Education Committee; the change in title to Illinois
Citizens Education Council came in
Citizen Committee -

1963 .

A local organization which may or may

not be affiliated with the ICEC , in specific
school
Consultant -

d~stricts

serving the above purposes .

One with a professional background in educa-

tion who serves as a guide for local or regional
citizens committees in selecting committees,
formalizing ideas, and implementing committee
decisions.
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Significance of the Study
The primary significance of the study is to off er
evidence indicating the administrator ' s opinions of how
local citizens committees should be organized and oper ated , and to determine comparative reactions of administrators from school districts that have a citizens committee as opposed to those that do not .
Of secondary

~ignificance

is the survey instrument ,

its analysis, and consequential recommendations which
will be distributed to all ICEC organization members .
The development of a concise summation of the philosophy, background , role , and accomplishments of the ICEC is
also of some significance .
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Method and Treatment of Data
The first step taken was to gather relevant research .
Mr . John Cox , graduate assistant at the University of
Illinois and Executive Secretary of the ICEC , gave consi derable help in this phase of the study .
The second step was an interview with Mrs . Norma
Davenport of Elmhurst , who has been very active in the
statewide development of the ICEC .

Next , Mr . Clem Phipps

of M:l.t toon -riade contributions to the study planning by his
discussion of the ICEC and of his interest in the movement .
After a study of the available research a survey
instrument was constructed which utilized criteria of de sirable citizen participation as advanced by Dr . Herbert
Hamlin, longtime consultant of the ICEC .
have been used as guides by the ICEC .

These criteria

This instrument

was then sent to all the chief school administrators in
the Central Region of Illinois .

The administrators sur-

veyed were from a variety of school districts :

rural ,

metropolitan , consolidated , independent , small , and large .
The results obtained by the survey were organized
and tabulated by the Data Processing Center at Eastern
Illinois University .

An analysis of this survey was deve-

loped and constitutes Chapter II of this report .
Conclusions and recorrmiendations are presented in
Chapter III.,

CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF DATA

One hundred and eighteen survey blanks were mailed to
the chief administrators of the Central Hegion schools .
Eighty- two were completed and returned ; this constitutes a
sixty - nine per cent response .
For the purpose of developing critical ratios the re turns were divided into three groups : Group A -

those

school districts that have citizens cormnittees ; Group B
those school districts that do not have a citizen

co r~aittee,

but are considering establishing one ; Group C - those school
districts that do not have a citizens committee and are not
consideri ng establishing one .
The results of the survey indicate that thirty-five
of the responding school districts , or forty - one percent ,
have a citizens committee ; ei ght , or ten per cent, do not
have a citizens committee but are considering establishing
one; thirty-nine , or forty-nine per cent , are not consid ering establishing one .

An im:rnediate reaction to these

statistics, in terms of the h ypotheses established in
Chapter I , was that it seemed rather surprising to note
the large percentage of school districts that actually do
have citizens committees .
The various categories for indicating strongly agree ,
etc ., were given a point rating to facilitate computation :

18
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1

=

strong ly agree

2

=

agree

3

=

undecided

4

=

disagree

5

=

strongly disagree

The following survey statements are based on the
analysis of the questionnaire results as developed by the
Data Processing Center at Eastern Illinois University .
It may be generalized that administrators strongly
agree that if the board of education utilizes a Citizens
Committee :

1.

the board should establish rules under

which the citizens committee is to operate before asking
citizens to participate , and 2 ,

the citizens committee

should represent a cross section of the community rather
than specific organizations within the community .
Administrators in the sample tend to agree that if
the board of e ducation utilizes a citizens committee the
board should : 1 .

use a special selection committee of

citizens to assist it in choosing members of the citizens
committee ; 2 . reserve the right to reject the selection
committee ' s nominations to the citizens committee ;

3.

reserve the right to approve or disapprove changes in the
rules under which the citizens committee operate ;

4•.

instruct the citizens committee to study only those problems the board designates ;

5.

respond in writing to each

recommendation of the citizens committee ; 6 . make some
,,___

special budgetary provision for financing the work of the

20
citizens committee .
The administrators tend to agree that if' the board of'
education utilizes a citizens committee the superintendent
should : 1 . either attend all meetings of the citizens committee or arrange for some designated representative to do
so ; 2 . and be considered as a consul tant to the citizens
c omrni t tee .
Administrators in the group surveyed agree that citi zens committees should : 1 . be continuing bodies ; 2 . be sponsored by the board of education ;

3.

have professional consult-

ants who are not members of the school staff ; and

4.

have

meetings open to the public .
Administrators in the sample studied were undecided ,
midway between agree and disagree , with regard to these
statements :

Citizens Committees should : 1 . support actions

of the board of education regardless of whether the committee concurs in the action ; 2 . be supplemented by other temporary committees in order to involve a greater proportion
of' the community ;

3. arrive at decisions independently of'

board consultation ;

5.

4.

decide the problem it will study ;

be basically a public relations group .
Administrators disagree that :

1 . the board of' educa -

tion should not utilize a citizens comrnittee , but rather
should consider itself an adequate agency f'or discharging
the responsibilities of local provisions for public educa tion; 2. citizens committees should conduct school surveys

21
and other studies without securing board approval ;

3.

citizens

committees should report independently to the public .
No mean response fell with the category of strongly
disagree .
The mean scores were compu ted for each of the differ ent above groups .

It can be concluded that administrators

generally agree with the ICEC in the basic principles of
organizati on and operation as proposed Dr . Herbert Hamlin ,
and as adopted by the ICEC .
The critic al ratios of the difference between the
mean response for Gr oups A, B, C, as described previously
are described on the following Tab l e I .
TABLE I
Critical Ratios of Groups A, B, C,
Groups

C R

Null Hypotheses

Level

A VS B

3 . 18

Rejected

. 01

c
c

2 . 62

Rejected

• 01

1 . 56

Accepted

. 05

A VS
B VS

Table I indicates a statistically significant differ ence in the response of the administrators in districts
having a citizens committee as compared to those not having
but considering establishing one ; as well as between those
having a citizens committee as compared to those which do
not have a citizens committee .
The Table also indicates that no significant differ ence was found in the opinions of administrators in school

22
districts considering establishing a citizens commi t tee
as compared to those who are not .

CHAP'I'ER III

CONCLUSION

Summary
Chapter II presented an objective consensus from the
survey instrument .

The following are some subjective com-

ments and recommendations resulting from a comparison of
the hypotheses in Chapter I and the data analysis in Chapter
II .

Critical to the success of the ICEC movement is the

relationship of the superintendent, the school board , and
the citizens committee .

This study concerned all three

groups , but dealt more specifically with the superintendents ' concept of this interaction , a sampling of which has
been obtained by the survey instrument .
The superintendents ' ideas of how the board of education should utilize a citizens committee , and of the part
superintendents and citizens committees should play agree
with the criteria adopted by the ICEC , concerning basic
decisions in organizing and operating a citizens commit tee.

In regard to the future effectiveness of the ICEC

this is quite positive and promising.
Other facts indicated a basic similarity in the cri teria of the superintendents surveyed .

It further indi -

cates that the superintendents have a key role as an intermediary between the school boards and the ICEC .

Finally

it appears that the superintendent , in general , will offer
little or no conflict in the development of local citizens

23
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committees ; in fact he could take a more active part .

How -

ever, this study is a result of information in writing, and
ideas in action might offer contrary results .

25
Recommendations
It is recommended that : 1 . a similar survey be taken
of a sound sampling of school boards to determine the
consensus of their criteria of desirable citizens committee
organization and operation ; 2 . the ICEC members and local
citizens committees be made aware of the survey in this
study and its analysis ;

3.

efforts to make the school boards

a"Ware of the potential of citizens committees be strenuously
continued ;

4.

the ICEC utilize the offices of the super -

intendent to take a more active role in initiating new local
citizens committee ;

5,

the ICEC reinforce its efforts to

make the citizens more aware of what a citizens committee is
and can do , by a more vivid use of advertising in local news
media .

26
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NO. OF CARDS IS 39
ITEM
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3
4
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MEAN
2.05
2.38
1.58
1.69
2.38
2.25
2.17
3.38
l.82
1.66
2.71
1.97
2.94
2.84
2.33
1.43
3.12
3.30
4.05
3.33
2.02
3. 8 9

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
l~ '

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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MEAN SCORE IS 55.41
........
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r
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STANDARD DEVIATION IS

'6 . 24

TOTAL GROUP
ITEM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
·9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
· 21
:]. 2

-

MEAN
1.90
2.56
1.52
1.70
2.59
2.00
2.02
3.92
2.24
1.64
2 .52 .
1. 8 7 '
3 . '19
2.75
2. 19
1.43
2. 75
3.26
4.35
3.35
· l.86
3.65

-. . ,
~-=-

\ ,4 ..

GRAND MEAN IS 54.87
CRITICAL RATIO OF A VS. B IS -3.18
CRITICAL RATIO OF A VS. C IS -2.62
CRITICAL RATIO OF B

vs. · c

IS . 1.56
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